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ABSTRACT

The paper describes the structure, organization and basic data

representation formats of the GNDL, which was developed at the

M.V. Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics of the USSR Academy of

Sciences for the purpose of neutron data storage and retrieval. A

simple method for linking up applications programs with the library is

proposed.

In most reactor physics and penetrating-radiation shielding physics

problems which can be solved by the group method there is a need for group

constants, i.e. cross-sections for various neutron/nucleus interaction

processes averaged over the energy range of the group. Owing to the extremely

complex dependence of cross-sections on energy, and sometimes also because of

a simple lack of data on the detailed behaviour of the cross-sections over the

individual energy ranges, group microconstants for some isotopes are currently

obtained by means of various not firmly established (or even arbitrary)

algorithms and evaluations of both experimental and theoretically calculated

material. In recent times this information has been obtained from various

evaluated data libraries abroad. As a consequence, it is constantly being

updated, so appropriate means are required for introducing changes, additions

and corrections to the group microconstants. Since the number of isotopes

used in reactor construction goes into the hundreds, and the number of groups

used in calculation into the dozens, the group microconstants file must

contain a sizeable body of numerical data which is very laborious and

time-consuming to compile. Furthermore, this file is called for at the input

stage of programs generating group macroconstants and must, therefore be

suitably organized both from the point of view of group microconstant control
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and from that of the needs of the programs calculating the group

macroconstants. At the ouput stage, the macroconstant calculation programs in

turn generate a group macroconstant file which is comparable in volume to the

group microconstant file and which is used by the reactor and shielding

calculation programs, and for this reason the file must be suitably organized.

The USSR has now developed systems (such as ARAMAK0-2F [1],

ARAMAKO-G [2], DENSTY [3], etc.) which generate group constants for use in

calculation programs. Most of these systems obtain the group macroconstants

from group microconstants, using for this purpose various methods (differing

from library to library), such as the subgroup method, the separated

resonances method, the self-shielding factors method, etc. The corresponding

library programs are geared towards each system's specific group microconstant

representation format, so it is difficult to combine them. However,

experience shows that no one of the methods is better, in absolute terms, than

any other over the entire energy range. Thus it is necessary to use different

methods of obtaining macroconstants for different isotopes and energy

intervals, and therfore a uniform group microconstant representation format is

needed. Furthermore, the lack of unified inputs and outputs for these

libraries makes it difficult to link the systems to calculation programs. The

fact that, as a rule, such programs are linked to particular constant systems

makes it difficult to compare both the quality of calculation methods and the

quality of the group constants objectively.

In the present paper we briefly describe the Group Neutron Data

Library (GNDL), which was developed at the M.V. Keldysh Institute of Applied

Mathematics of the USSR Academy of Sciences for the purpose of storage and

retrieval of nuclear data needed for calculations in reactor and radiation

shielding physics problems. In planning the GNDL the following objectives

were pursued:

To establish a single format for the storage of various sets of

neutron group constants. This would permit the standarization of
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data handling procedures and the easy and convenient exchange of

cross-section data between libraries; it would also facilitate

changes and additions to the existing data;

To offer some of the most widely used algorithms for converting;

microconstants into the group macroconstants needed for reactor

and radiation shielding calculations;

To simplify the process of linking up different calculation

programs with library data.

Given these objectives, the GNDL uses two data representation formats:

the textual group microconstant format GNDL/T and the binary group

microconstant format GNDL/B. The textual format, based on the "one isotope -

all groups" principle (i.e. all the data for one isotope are grouped together)

is used for storing group microconstants and is designed for use in making

changes and additions to data and in inter-library cross-section data

exchanges. The binary format is geared to programs for obtaining

macroconstants and other programs using group microconstants. It is based on

the "one group - all isotopes" principle (i.e. the data on all isotopes for a

single group are grouped together). By means of the special RTWB program,

data from a textual format with a given number of groups can be converted to

the binary format.

The GNDL software consists of:

A set of programs for obtaining macroconstants (USCONS);

A set of "access functions" programs;

The library's set of service programs.

The function of the USCONS programs is to derive group macroconstants

fron microconstants recorded in the GNDL/B format. Up to the present time the

following algorithms for macroconstant calculation have been included in

USCONS: simple summation, the subgroup method, various versions of the

separated resonances method and the self-shielding factors method.
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Receiving its calculation task in a specially formulated language which

describes the compositions of physical zones, temperatures and operating

modes, the set of programs allows for different methods of macroconstant

calculation in various energy ranges and for different physical zones. The

data in the USCONS startup package are divided into three sections, called

METOD ("method"), ZONA ("zone") and KONETS DANNYKH ("data'end"). The package

may contain only one KONETS DANNYKH section, but any number of METOD and ZONA

sections, these being numbered in their order in the package.

The cards in the METOD section contain data decribing how constant

calculation methods change according to groups. The USCONS source data

package is taken to be broken down into the fields of application of the METOD

sections according to the following relationship: the field of application of

METOD section number N consists of all the ZONA sections in the package which

lie between this section and METOD section number N + 1 (or the KONETS DANNYKH

section, if N is the number of the final section of METOD). This relationship

makes it possible to change the methods of constant calculation according to

zones [4]. The cards in the ZONA section contain data describing the

composition of a single physical zone. The name of the ZONA section is

punched on the first card of the section, while the following cards receive

the textual names of the isotopes entering into the composition of the zone

along with their nuclear concentrations and temperaure [4].

The basic trend in linking constants applications programs nowadays is

towards standardizing the output formats of the constant systems. However,

this approach not only lacks effectiveness, but even to a certain extent acts

as a brake on the development both of the constant systems themselves and on

the calculation programs (experts avoid changing the output formats of a

constant system because large numbers of alterations might arise in the

calculation programs, while users avoid any remodelling of their input format

so that they do not have to rewrite the program for linking up with the

constant system). The main difficulty in linking up with the constant system
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for the user is that of extracting the required number from the system's

output format. It was primarily this problem which was intended to be solved

by developing the GNDL system. This is achieved by introducing into the GNDL

structure special program functions (access functions) which obtain a single

element from the overall file of output data. As a result, the user need not

know anything about the structure of the constant system output format; he can

begin writing programs for filling the recording units of his input format.

He adds his program to the constant system programs (which must allow for

calling up. an external function), and subsequently obtains his constants

format through the combined operation of the programs. We believe that this

method reduces the difficulties of linking the user's programs with the

constant system by 80-90%.

The third set of programs (the service programs) are designed for users

working with group microconstant libraries. The most important component of

the set is the RTWB program, which, at the user's command, chooses data with a

specific name from the GNDL/T format and records them on any carrier specified

by the user in the GNDL/B format. In addition, the set of service programs

includes programs for printing out the contents of the GNDL/B library. In

general terms the GNDL is used as follows: let us suppose that a permanent

archive in the GNDL/T format is filled, for example, by the group libraries

ARAMAK0-2F [1], DENSTY [3] and BNAB-26 [5]. The user wishes to perform a

series of calculations using constants from the ARAMAKO-2F library,

supplemented by data on self-shielding factors from the BNAB-26 library, in

order to compare the subgroup method of obtaining macroconstants with the

self-shielding factors method. The user feeds the corresponding task to the

RTWB program, which selects data labelled ARAMAKO-2F and BNAB-26 for the given

isotopes, reprocesses them into the GNDL/B format and records them on the

magnetic tape specified by the user, where a 26-group microconstant library is

thuis formed in which the resonance structure of the cross-sections is

described by subgroups and self-shielding factors. Using the USCONS system
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and specifying several of its operating modes, the user can obtain

macroconstants in two ways. With the GNDL library organized in this way, the

work carried out by a user engaged in reactor and shielding calculations can

be made independent of the large-capacity constant archives, and the user can

be assured of an effective supply of macroconstants for a wide series of

calculations (i.e. without referring to the major constant archives he can

conduct a whole series of calculations which does not call for any change in

group division).

The basic data formats developed in the GNDL allow storage of group

microconstants for the entire range of neutron energies which are of practical

interest in reactor physics. The GNDL/T formats are versatile in the sense

that almost any neutron interaction mechanism can be described precisely in

them. They are also limiting in that only a limited number of different

representations are permissible for data relating to any particular neutron

interaction mechanism.

It should be noted that the GNDL/T format structure is a modification

of that of the well-known ENDF/B-IV [6] evaluated data library. This

modification has made it possible, without needing to change the quantity of

data contained in the ENDF/B format records, to store in a single material

(the basic unit of information in ENDF/B) the group microconstants

corresponding to various group divisions.

We shall now described briefly the GNDL/T library formats, introducing

definitions analogous to those from the GNDL/B library.

A material is defined as an isotope or mixture of isotopes. It may be

a single nuclide; a natural element containing several isotopes; a molecule

containing several elements; a standard mixture of elements (for example, a

particular brand of steel). Each material in the GNDL/T library is given a

unique identifying name consisting of no more than four letters or digits and

starting with a letter.
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The set of data for each material is subdivided into files, each of

which contains a particular class of data and bears a two-digit identifying

number MF. Each file is subdivided into sections, each of which is made up of

data for a particular type of reaction and bears a three-digit identifying

number MT. Note that the data in a material follow the ascending sequence of

file numbers, while the data in each file follow the ascending sequence of

section numbers.

The data in each section are subdivided into named subsections whose

name contains not more than eight alphanumeric characters and starts with a

letter. It is recorded in a special heading record called HEAD (see below)

which always precedes the data set in the named subsection. The named

subsection contains data for the type of reaction to which the section of

which it is a subsection corresponds. It should be noted that although all

data relating to a particular microconstant library held in the GNDL/T format

archive are located in different sections, they are nevertheless located in

identical named subsections. It is not absolutely necessary for all files,

sections or named subsections to be present in each material.

The data for a specific material begin with the card SUBROUTINE (name

of the material) and end with the two cards RETURN and END. All cards bearing

data for this material begin with the letter C (the FORTRAN symbol for a

comment line), i.e. formally the material is stored in the GNDL/T format as an

empty SUBROUTINE with comments.

Each data set for a material is recorded by means of five format

records:

HEAD - is the heading record, containing eight numbers and two

textual constants;

LIST - is used for recording the series of real numbers B , B ...;

TAB1 - is used for recording tabulated functions of a single variable

y(x);
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TAB2 - is used for recording tabulated functions of two variables

y(x,z) (it determines how many values for z must be given and

how to interpolate between their consecutive values);

CONTE - has four forms (NEND, SEND, FEND, TEND) which are used to signal

the end of a named subsection, section, file or tape,

respectively.

Standard computer operation with editor programs is achieved using the

following data arrangement on a conventional 80-column punched card divided

into ten fields:

Description

C - FORTRAN symbol for a comment line
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
MF
MT
Serial number of card in material

Thus, by removing from the card the MAT field (the serial number of the

material in the ENDF/B library) and moving the MF and MT fields accordingly,

it is possible, without losing any of the information on the cards (the total

length of data fields on punched cards in the ENDF/B and GNDL/T libraries is

identical), to free columns 73-80 for consecutive numbering of the punched

cards in the material. This permits data to be edited in the standard

operating mode with practically any text editor program available as part of

the computer software. All real numbers in the LIST, TAB1 and TAB2 records

are punched onto cards in the Ell.4 format, while all whole numbers from these

records, apart from MF and MT, are punched onto the cards in the 111 format.

The MF-number is punched in the 12 format, and the MT-number in the 13 format.

Data from the widely known group libraries ARAMAK0-2F, DENSTY, BND-49,

BNAB-26 etc. are currently being converted to GNDL format by means of the

Field

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Columns

1-1
2-12

13-23
24-34
35-45
46-56
57-67
68-69
70-72
73-80
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BFGNDL programs specially developed for this purpose. Data from other group

microconstant libraries can easily be converted to GNDL by means of these

programs.
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